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when zombies walk the earth, you'd better have the latest system to protect against them! for instance, after the release of the evercookie, zombie hackers can make websites track
users every time they visit. with the mega cookie, an ordinary website can store personal information to view some hidden menu items, and trackers can be sent the cookie to remember
who visited. so, if an unsuspecting visitor changes or deletes their cookies from their browser and returns, they will be followed across the web. while these cookies are technically
temporary and can be deleted, they can remain in the system for months. today, security experts worry that once cybercriminals begin to target people with guns, they'll leverage more
creative ways to victimize their targets. we've already seen highly targeted ransomware that makes ransom payments directly to individual victims. then there's the recent incident
where attackers commandeered the internet domain name of the us central command (centcom), and replaced it with a website that would allow the visitor to click a button that would
start a cyber attack against u.s. military sites. the reason for creating this site? to make it difficult for u. forces to fight insurgents in iraq. the government’s recently announced antirust
agency, the office of the coordinator for counterterrorism, would have a broad mandate to create an antirust system, said maj. gen. stephen foggo, the new agency’s deputy commander.
“the ccfct will be a one-stop shop for the antirust mission,” foggo said. the agency will have up to 50 antirust specialists whose job will be to quickly identify technologies that could be
used for antirust purposes. they will also search for vulnerabilities in these technologies to make sure they are properly used. so for example, agents will focus on vulnerabilities in
existing encryption schemes, not new schemes such as those being created by the nsa and its allies.
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